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In PBC v JMA, the Court of Protection considers whether gifts
made under a lasting power of attorney to effect tax mitigation are
in the best interests of a protected person. In McHugh v HMRC,
the FTT considers the construction of ESC D49 relating to the
availability of principal private residence relief where the taxpayers
began occupying more than two years after beginning the build
of a new house. In B Gilbert v HMRC, the FTT considers whether
ignorance of the law can found the defence of reasonable excuse
in the context of the late filing of a non-resident capital gains tax
return. And T P Bell v HMRC confirms the staged approach when
considering applications for permission to appeal out of time.
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Whether tax mitigation is in the best interest of
protected person

P

BC v JMA [2018] EWCOP 19 was an application by an
attorney appointed under his mother’s lasting power
of attorney for financial affairs (LPA) to receive authority
from the court to make gifts (including to himself) on his
mother’s behalf totalling approximately £7m with a view to
inheritance tax mitigation on her death. The applicant was
the sole residuary beneficiary of his mother’s will after some
specific legacies and pecuniary legacies, the latter amounting
to £800,000.
The donor of the LPA was 72 years old and suffering from
early onset dementia such that she no longer has mental
capacity to make decisions about making gifts. It was put
to the court (in the context of a wider agreement between
the parties) that: provided the donor survived the gifts by at
least three years, the potential inheritance tax saving could
be as much as £3m; the significant balance of the estate was
sufficient to maintain the donor for the rest of her life; and
the gifts were in any event aligned to the donor’s established
pattern of lifetime giving prior to her loss of capacity.
To arrive at a decision, the court determined that the
following matters needed to be considered:
zz in what sense the proposed gifts would be for the benefit
of the donor;
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with the donor’s past and present wishes, feelings, values
and beliefs (including as to tax planning and previous
levels of gifting); and
zz whether proper consideration had been given to the
expression of a wish in the will of the donor’s deceased
husband from whom it is said the bulk of her estate
derives, that the donor ‘consider making gifts similar’ to
the legacies set out in his will.
Agreeing with the official solicitor (who represented
the interest of the donor), Judge Hilder acknowledged that
‘affordability is a “necessary but not sufficient” consideration’ as
to determining whether making such gifts is in the donor’s best
interests as required by the Mental Capacity Act 2005. The fact
that the donor could ‘amply afford’ the gifts, was ‘in itself not
however sufficient basis to conclude that making the proposed
gifts would be in her best interests’.
Inheritance tax mitigation was also not a factor that could
be considered as independently determinative as the payment
of tax would have ‘no direct impact on [her] either way’ and
the protection of ‘an inheritance or a revenue stream’ is the
function of the Court of Protection. Instead, inheritance tax
mitigation could ‘only meaningfully be considered in the best
interests balancing exercise as a mechanism which either
supports or goes against the particular individual’s wishes and
feelings, values and beliefs about gifting and tax planning’.
Ultimately, Judge Hilder granted the application on the
basis that the factors weighing in favour of making the
proposed gifts outweighed the factors weighing against,
as usefully summarised in a table produced at para 67 of
the decision. Inheritance tax mitigation was taken into
account in reaching this decision: management of the
donor’s property and affairs with a view to tax efficiency was
consistent with her beliefs and values as demonstrated by the
fact that, when compos mentis, she had taken decisions to
minimise her exposure to lifetime taxes including strategies
with inheritance tax benefits albeit only incidental. However,
inheritance tax mitigation was given no specific weight as
against other compelling factors.
Why it matters

The case is a useful commentary on the extent to which the
Court of Protection may decide whether or not gifts to effect
tax mitigation are in the best interests of a particular protected
person. It confirms that the likelihood of a lower inheritance tax
liability on death will not be a determinative factor in isolation
although it may be a persuasive or compelling one. Instead, tax
mitigation is only relevant to the ancillary extent that it is the
result of an activity which is aligned with the donor’s wishes and
feelings, values and beliefs. To that extent, and within the wider
context of all relevant factors, the court may then judge that such
giving is indirectly for the donor’s benefit.
McHugh: availability of PPR where 24 month period
between acquisition and occupation is exceeded

In G & M McHugh v HMRC [2018] UKFTT 403, the
appellants purchased land on 30 November 2004 and, from
that date to December 2007, built themselves a new house
which they occupied as their principal private residence
from December 2007 until its sale in September 2010. They
made no disclosure of any gain arising to them in their
2010/11 tax returns. HMRC accordingly served further
assessments and penalty assessments predicated respectively
on the basis that the appellants were not entitled to any
principal private residence relief (PPR) prior to December
2007 and that they had been deliberately misleading by
omitting reference to the capital gain in their tax returns.
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The appellants sought to rely on extra statutory concession
(ESC) D49. This applies where ‘an individual acquires land on
which he has a house built, which he then uses as his only or
main residence or where an individual purchases an existing
house and, before using it as his only or main residence, arranges
for alterations or redecorations or completes the necessary steps
for disposing of his previous residence.’ ESC D49 confirms that
PPR will apply for the relevant period ‘provided that this period
is not more than one year’ or a ‘maximum of two years’ where
there are ‘good reasons … outside the individual’s control’.
In his decision, Judge Geraint Jones QC expressed his
consternation at the reviewing officer’s draconian interpretation
of the time limits referred to in ESC D49, which was based on
an example in the Capital Gains Manual. This led the reviewing
officer to conclude that if the period in question extends beyond
24 months, ESC D49 does not apply at all to any part of the
relevant period.
Judge Jones QC emphasised that an ESC is not ‘primary or
secondary legislation’. Its relevance must be considered in light
of its ‘purport and intent’ and the ‘construction placed upon
the text should not lead to a manifestly absurd or unfair result’.
He was of the view that the purpose of the time limitations
was purely to avoid circumstances whereby, for example, a
landowner holds land for many years not as his principal private
residence and only applies latterly for planning permission. It
would be inequitable for that landowner to be able to claim PPR
for the entire period of ownership. It was therefore decided that
ESC D49 should apply in this case to the extent of 24 months.
Regarding the penalty, it was asserted in the decision that
where HMRC has levied penalties, it bears the onus of proving
carelessness on the part of the taxpayer. HMRC’s rationale
was that the omission itself was proof of carelessness. This was
rejected by the tribunal given the mere fact of an omission
cannot amount to proof itself. The penalties were accordingly
quashed.

Counsel for the applicant also referred to the decision in
Khan Properties Ltd v HMRC [2017] UKFTT 830 where it was
stated that ‘ignorance of the law can be considered positively
when decided whether a late filing penalty can be rescinded’.
Judge Hellier referred to a number of tribunal cases to
evidence the conflicting conclusions drawn by other tribunal
judges as to whether ignorance of the law can found a reasonable
excuse. He ultimately asserted that ‘statutes must be interpreted
with Parliament’s intentions in mind’ and ‘Parliament must
make laws with the intention they will be obeyed’. Thus, ‘it
follows that Parliament must expect people to make an effort to
acquaint themselves with the law’; ‘Parliament is unlikely to have
intended those who don’t comply with the law to be excused
the penalty simply because they did not know the law’; and thus
‘it follows that ignorance of the law cannot have been intended
by Parliament … to amount to a reasonable excuse for not
complying with it.’
This view was tempered with the acknowledgement (by
reference to the decision in The Clean Car Co Ltd [1991]
VAT TR5695 that what was reasonable must be judged by the
standards of someone who gives ‘reasonable priority’ but not
‘paramount priority’ to his filing obligations.
The judge found that the appellant did not have grounds
to argue the defence of reasonable excuse. The fact that the
appellant appeared to have made no effort to discover any
changes in the law, even in light of the fact that he was disposing
of an asset in a jurisdiction with laws of which he would know
he was ignorant, would not be considered to be reasonable
behaviour of the hypothetical reasonable individual. The judge
further asserted that HMRC’s failure to inform non-resident
taxpayers of changes in the law did not provide grounds for
reasonable excuse, and that previous decisions which allowed
ignorance of the law as grounds for reasonable excuse were factdependent.

Why it matters

This case is the latest in a string of decisions as to whether
ignorance of the law provides grounds for the defence of
reasonable excuse, particularly in the context of NRCGT
returns. The clear message is that even if the taxpayer is almost
entirely unconnected to the UK but for the particular event in
question, some effort must be made to familiarise himself with
the law of the relevant jurisdiction. Any reasonable taxpayer
who gives reasonable priority to tax compliance would consider
this to be prudent research.

The decision is a useful indicator of how one might approach the
construction and application of ECSs, although commentators
have queried the FTT’s jurisdiction in this regard. It is also
a reminder to practitioners of relief extensions that may be
available to their clients by recourse to ESCs.
Gilbert: reasonable excuse and late filing of NRCGT return

In B Gilbert v HMRC [2018] UKFTT 437 (TC), the appellant
appealed against penalty assessments deriving from the late
delivery of a non-resident capital gains tax (NRCGT) return.
He relied on the defence of reasonable excuse on the basis that
he was unaware of the change in the law requiring him to file a
return within 30 days of the relevant disposal.
The chargeable event related to the disposal of his UK
property when he was non-UK resident. Judge Charles Hellier
acknowledged that the appellant did not have easy access to a
computer and that he was unaware of the change in law until his
accountants started preparing his 2016/17 UK tax return. The
arguments made on the appellant’s behalf were that:
zz no ordinary taxpayer who had lived abroad for 15 years
could possibly have known of the change in the law;
zz the new law was not widely publicised and affected only a
few taxpayers;
zz the appellant’s lack of access to a computer meant that any
online publicity given to the change by HMRC would not
have been accessible to him;
zz it would have been only fair for HMRC to have notified
him of this change in the law; and
zz ignorance of a chance in the law had been considered to
afford a reasonable excuse in other tribunal decisions.
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Why it matters

Bell: permission to appeal out of time

In T P Bell v HMRC [2018] UKUT 254 (TCC), the applicant
sought an extension of time to make a late application for
permission to appeal against the FTT’s upholding of various
income tax and penalty assessments on the applicant.
Considerable time (one year and one month) had passed before
the applicant attempted to appeal the assessments.
The facts of the case are not in themselves remarkable, but
the decision is a useful reference as to how the tribunal should
approach applications for permission to appeal out of time. The
decision referred to the staged approach set out in Martland v
HMRC [2018] UKUT 178 (TCC) and prior to that Denton and
others v T H White Ltd and others [2014] EWCA Civ 906. This is
as follows:
1. Establish the length of the delay. If it was very short, equating
to the breach being ‘neither serious nor significant’, then the
tribunal is unlikely to need to spend much time on the
second and third stages.
2. The reason (or reasons) why the default occurred should be
established.
3. The tribunal can then move onto its evaluation of all the
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circumstances of the case. This will involve a balancing
exercise which will essentially assess the merits of the reasons
given for the delay and the prejudice which would be caused
to both parties by granting or refusing the extension of time.
Applying stage 1 to this case, Judge Berner determined
that the delay was ‘serious and significant’ as the application
was made one year and one month late. He and Judge Falk
in another cited case had determined that exceeding a time
limit of 28 days for applying to the court for permission to
appeal by 24 days was significant and that a delay of more
than three months was serious. In respect to stage 2, although
sympathetic, Judge Berner dismissed the suggestion that the
applicant’s learning difficulties were the cause of his purported
misunderstanding of the process, contending instead that it was
a conscious decision on the applicant’s part not to abide by the
process. The suggestion that the applicant had been misled by
correspondence from HMRC was also rejected.
Finally, considering stage 3, Judge Berner acknowledged
that if the applicant was unable to pursue his application he
would not by extension be able to pursue his appeal against
the decision of the FTT. He endorsed, however, the courts’ and
tribunals’ consistent emphasis on ‘the public interest in the
finality of litigation, and the purpose of a time limit being to
bring finality’, ultimately concluding that the ‘balance between
the prejudice to [the applicant] and the prejudice to HMRC and
the administration of justice through the finality of litigation falls
firmly on the side of an extension of time being refused.’
Why it matters

The case is a useful reminder of the tribunal’s increasingly
standardised approach in considering such applications. The
overarching message is that, while prejudice to the respective
parties in the particular circumstances must be considered
fully within the staged framework, such deadlines are imposed

NAVIGATE THE
COMPLEXITY
OF TAX

to bring finality to litigation proceedings and it is in the public
interest to uphold them.
What to look out for

The 30 September 2018 deadline for ‘requirement to correct’
is fast approaching. HMRC has announced that a nonstatutory extension to the deadline is allowed in the following
circumstances:
zz The taxpayer notifies HMRC by midnight on
30 September of its intention to make a disclosure via
HMRC’s worldwide disclosure facility by registering via
the digital disclosure service and the disclosure process is
subsequently completed within 90 days.
zz On or before 30 September, the taxpayer emails form
CDF1 to HMRC (at centre.cop9@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk) and
informs HMRC of its wish to make a disclosure of
deliberate behaviour involving offshore tax noncompliance via HMRC’s contractual disclosure facility.
zz If an enquiry has already started, before 30 September the
taxpayer informs the person conducting the enquiry that
it wishes to make a disclosure of offshore tax noncompliance and submits an outline disclosure by
29 November 2018.
See bit.ly/2ioSoXS. ■
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